
STEERING GROUP MEETING MINUTES
Buccleuch Hotel

Thursday 21st April, 2016, 19.30

Present :         Peter Bower, Colin Brydon, Jon Haydon, Tom Mulholland,
Robbie Porteous, Peter Ryan, Peter Beck-Samuels

Apologies:             Richard Musgrave-Wood

Welcome & Apologies:

Apologies were noted.  Tom asked that he should not chair the present meeting since
he had been less involved recently.   It was agreed that Jon would act as chairman for
the meeting.  It was noted that at least 2 MCW members had expressed their intention
to attend the meeting as observers, but had been informed that though this would
normally be welcomed, on this occasion it was felt to be inappropriate since most of the
meeting would be taken up with [at this stage] commercially sensitive information; in
addition the meeting had been arranged at very short notice which gave insufficient
time to send a notice round to members.  One person, neither a member nor a
supporter of MCW,  did turn up. It was explained that it was not possible on this
occasion to attend, and it was emphasised that the meetings were not open to the
general public.
The Group agreed that the meetings should normally be open for members to attend
as observers, but that they were not open to the general public. Otherwise it would
make it very difficult for the business of the meetings to be carried forward effectively.

Minutes of Meeting held on 29.03.16:

Accepted;  proposed Peter Ryan, seconded Colin Brydon

Matters Arising:

Website / Facebook: Colin has progressed the website using Wordpress as a template.
A basic structure has been developed and shared with Tom & Peter BS.  Peter BS has
suggested that documents should be made available in PDF format which makes it
easier for most to open / download.  Robbie has sent through images that can be used
for the gallery.  Colin to look at these issues, and others, such as ensuring security of
the site, but allowing use be SG members before sending it to the whole group. It was
noted that we could approach the Digital Champions at Moffat Academy if appropriate,
and would have the added advantage of encouraging their involvement in the project.
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Scottish Land Fund Application / Valuation:

These items were taken together since they were interlinked.  Peter BS and Jon
updated the group based upon the paper which had been circulated. Work on both
of these items had progressed very rapidly, and had changed daily:

● It was confirmed that final valuation had been agreed with Annandale
Estates, our District Valuer, and with SLF at £146 760.  This sum has gone
forward into our SLF Application

● SLF confirmed that we still need to find 5% of this capital sum [i.e. £7 380]
separately from the 5% of revenue

● Options to raise this amount include grants:
qDifficult in the short term
qMany grants are not available for land purchase
qAECBC [wind farm monies] are not available until the next tranche of

funds is released in the Autumn
qFund-raising, but this is not going to raise that amount in the short

term, and it would need to be handled carefully
● AE and SLF have indicated that they are keen to achieve a satisfactory

outcome for transfer of ownership
● AE have offered to provide a loan to enable progress, details not yet dis-

cussed, but asked their solicitor [Hilary Grieve] to discuss with us
● Hilary Grieve has suggested as an alternative deferred payment

qDavid Knight at SLF has confirmed that he would be willing to release
the 95% of capital, so that deferred payment would only apply to the
5% which should make it more attractive

qHilary Grieve suggested that we should appoint a solicitor asap;
David Knight confirmed that this was appropriate, and that we were
free to make our own arrangements. The only role of the SLF solicitor
is to ensure [on behalf of Scottish Government] that the Certificate of
Title was completed appropriately

● It has been confirmed with BIG Lottery [Investing in Ideas] that we can use
existing grant funding to cover the 5% revenue contribution which we need
to find, and that there is sufficient within that fund to provide for this

qThere is funding for solicitor costs within the revenue bid
● Discussions with OSCR re our SCIO application have confirmed that our

application should be reviewed within the next 2 weeks, and that assuming
no major obstacles, we should get approval within a few weeks after that

● SLF Stage 2 application deadline is 22nd April; Committee Meeting is on 5th

May, and we should get notification of approval within a few days of that, with
28 days to return formal acceptance of the offer

● It was noted the massive amount of support and help provided by David
Knight at SLF, and Catherine Francis of HIE in furthering our application.

The following points were noted in response:
● Tom was concerned that responsibility, including financial liability rests with

the SG members individually until the SCIO is formally established. It was
noted that we could make the recommendation to proceed, but that imple-
mentation of recommendations would only be undertaken by the SCIO which
would limit individuals’ liability. It was agreed that Tom should discuss further
with Martin Syme of SCVO

● Alternative funding options were highlighted:
qDonations; ? Could we raise sufficient funds. Tom felt it could be

presented in a positive light
qCommunity Shares;  this might be attractive, but Jon was not sure

that a SCIO could issue shares. It might be attractive to businesses
[? Tax incentives]. Jon agreed to investigate further
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● It was agreed that we should investigate solicitor options, and that one local
to Dumfries would be advantageous [easier for meetings, known by Hilary
Grieve, less expensive than Glasgow / Edinburgh]. It is important that we
have an experienced conveyancing solicitor. It was proposed that we should
discuss with Jill Irvine [Brazenall and Orr] and Hendersons, both having
conveyancing specialists

● Robbie raised the issue as to whether in the past some of the beech trees
had been bought by the community, and that ownership had transferred to
the Town Council.  Tom agreed to investigate via Town Council minutes

●  Juliet indicated that is important not to lose site of the next stages [planting
plan etc].  This was agreed, and that we should now start looking at involving
members in developing a planting plan, and re-involve Alasdair Hendry
[Forestry Commission] in our discussions.  It was agreed that the next steps
need planning carefully, and it was agreed that Tom, Jon and Peter BS
should meet to discuss this; Colin offered to be involved as well.

● Other contacts were highlighted:
qJuliet has contact with a colleague in Woodland Trust who is keen to

be involved
qRobbie is in contact with the Reforesting Scotland conference in the

Autumn

Membership:

Ratification of New Members:  11 new members [as tabled] were ratified.

It was noted that this makes a total membership of 151.  Of the new members, 2 are
Junior Members, 2 are Associate Members, and we have received a donation of
£5.00.
A letter of support and encouragement has also been received from someone in
Tasmania, Australia - our first overseas contact!

Finance Report:

No update

AOCB:

Robbie noted that there appears to be a homeless person who has taken up
residence on the hill: This will need to be addressed before transfer of ownership
takes place.

DONM:

Tuesday 10th May, 19.30 in Buccleuch Hotel.  It should be appropriate to invite
members as observers.
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